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t\1ATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINsrrlTUT 'OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 18/1995

Linear Operators and Applieation

7.5. bis 13.5.1995

Die Tagung wurde von I.C. Gohberg (Tel Aviv), B. Gramsch (Mainz) und H.H.

Sehaefer (Tübingen) geleitet. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Anwendun

gen der Operatortheorie auf singuläre Integraloperatoren, Spektraltheorie auf Ba

nachverbänden, Ergebnisse über invariante Unterrräume, Operatorpolynome und

OperatoraJgebren auf Räumen mit Singularitäten bzw. Quantisierung. In der Ope

ratortheorie auf Banachverbänden wurden neueste Resultate über eine Operatorun

gleichung (Ando'sche Vertnutung), Strassen 'sehe Disintegration und Stetigkeitsei

genschaften des Spektrums bei endlichdimensionaJer Approximation vorgestellt. Zu

interessanten Diskussionen führte u.a.. ein Vortrag wegen einer Diskrepanz zu existie

render Literatur inl Bereich der Spektralmaße. Toeplitz-Matrizen und Weiterent

wicklungen in der Spektraltheorie von Operator'polynomen und von Matrizen unbe

schränkter Operatoren spielten eine wichtige Rolle. Die Anwendung des Konzeptes

der invers abgeschlossenen Frechetoperatoralgebren führte in einigen Vorträgen zu

interessanten Ergebnissen und anregendem Gedankenaustausch bezüglich der Ope

ratoranalysis auf singulä.ren Räunlen. Die Tagungsleiter bitten um Verständnis

dafür, daß hei acht Teilnehmern der Wunsch, einen Vortrag zu halten, im offizi

ellen Progranltn nicht erfüHt werden konnte. Es fand ein intens~ver Ideenaustausch

über neue Entwicklungen in der Operatortheorie statt, und dadurch ergaben sich

auch für jüngere Mathclnatiker Anknüpfungspunkte und weitere Verbindungen.
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Vortragsauszüge

Y. A. ABRAMOVICH

Invariant subspace problem for positive operators

'rhis is a short survey of sorne work by C. D. Aliprantis, O. Burkinshaw and the
author. We describe a broad dass of operators on Banach lattices which have a
(non-trivial, closed) invariant subspace. A sampIe result: Any positive locally qua
sinilpotent operator B : I!p ~ lp has an invariant subspace. Recall that B is locally

quasinilpotent if there exists a vector 0 < Xo E l1' sati3fying IIBnxoll~ ~ o.
Problem: Each positive operator on I!p has an invariant subspace.

w. ARENDT

On the boundary of holomorphic semigroups

Given a holonlorphic semigroup T with generator A we characterize when iAgene
rates a group U. In that case, U(s) = 1imtlO T(t + is) strongly; i.e. U is the trace
(or boundary) of 7'. Hörmander's result, saying that i6. generates a sernigroup on
LP( mN ) iff p = 2, is an ilnmediate consequence. Main topic are two illverse pro
blems:
PROBLEM 1: Given a group U. When is it a trace? This i5 joint work with O.
EI-Mennaoui and M. Hieber.
PROBLEM 2: Given a group U, when does there exist a sectorial operator C such
that U(s) = Cis (thesis of S. Monniaux).

A. BEN-ARTZI

Inertia theorems for operator pencils and applications

(In joint work with 1. Gohberg).
We obtain general infinite dimensional inertia theorems for linear peneils in Hilbert
spaces, which cover previously known results for the finite dimensional case and for
block weighted shifts. Connections with definite subspaces for contractions in 5paces
with indefinite metric are discussed.

A. BÖTTCHER

Toeplitz and singular integral operators on general Carleson curves

This talk is based on joint work with Yu. I. Karlovich and is concerned with the
spectra of Toeplitz operators with piecewise continuous symbols and witb tbe sym
bol calculus for singular integral operators with piecewise continuous coefficients
on LP(r) where 1 < P < 00 and r is a Carleson Jordan curve. It is weil known
that piecewise smooth curves lead to the appearance of eircular ares in the essential
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spcctra of l'oeplitz operators, and only recently we discovered that eertain Carle
son curves ITlctanlorphose these circular ares into logarithmic double-spirals. In thc
prcsent talk we dispose of the matter by determining thelocal spectra produced by
a general Carleson curve. These spectra are of a qualitatively new type and may, in
particular, be heavy sets- until now such a. phenomenon has only be obscrved for
spaces with general Muckenhoupt weights.

B. CARL

Realizations of exact solutions of non-linear differential equations of the
solition theory by bounded linear operators

Within the frame of (bounded linear) operators on 8aoach spaces and operator
ideals we give a Inodel for the realization of solutions of several non-linear equations.
Let L denote the ideal of alJ operators and A a quasi-normed operator ideal such
that al1 operators on the ideal components A( E), E being a Ba.I!~ch space, possess
absolutely sUlnmable eigenvalues. If A E" 'c(E) and B E A(E) such that rank
(AB + BA) = 1 then, for example,

v = 2 (n(1 + ;\i(L)))x
0(1 + Aj(L)) , - -- ~.q

wherc' Äi ( L) are the eigenvalucs of L
Vt = V xxx + :3v;.

eAx+A3t B, is a solution of the PDE

i

".i

L. COBURN .~~.

Toeplitz operators on spheres S2n-l are really pseudo-differential opera-
tors

Using results of Bargmann and Berezin, .J. Xia and I have recently shown that
the result of the title holds modulo compact operators via a "natural" unitary re
presentation. This represcntation allows HS to consider the C·-algebra of Toeplitz
operators on S2n-J as a Hstrict defornlation quantization" (in thc sense of M. Rieffel)
of the algebra of continuolJs functions on the closed unit ball 8 2 11..

H. DVM

On maximum entropy interpolants and maximum determinant completi
ons of associated Pick matrices

This talk is based on a paper of the same title by Israel Gohberg and myself which
will appear shortly in thc journal ~'Integral Equations and Operator Theory". In
this paper it is shown that the "value" of the maximum w-entropy solution of an
interpolation problem of the Nevanlinna-Pick type at thc point W Inaximizes the de
terminant of the solution of an associated matrix completion problem. This serves
to show that thc solutions of two distinct extremal problems coincide.

3
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R. L. ELLlS

Infinite analogues of block Toeplitz matrices and related orthogonal ei
genfunctions

The starting point for this lecture are the c1assical Szegö polynomials, that are or
thogonal on the unit circ1e T for a given weighted scalar product, which cau be
written in terms of selfadjoint finite Toeplitz matrices. All the zeros of the Szegö
polynomials lie in the open unit disko M.G. Krein extended these results to the
case of an indefinite scalar product, and his results were extended to the block case
by Alpay/Gohberg and Cohberg/Lerer. We consider an r x r olatrix-valued inner
product on L~rxT (T). It can also be written in terms of a matrix T having four
blocks each an infinite block Toeplitz matrix (an operator on l;XT( -00,00)). Using
submatrices of T, we construct functions that are orthogonal for the inner product.
These submatrices are analogous to finite block Toeplitz rnatrices. For this we de
velop a theory of orthogonalization in Hilbert modules. We obtain analogues of
Krein's theorems and an analogue of the Gohberg-Heinig formula for thc inverse of
a selfadjoint block Toeplitz matrix. The results for the scalar case appeared in a
paper by Ellis and Gohberg in 1988 in the J. of Functional Anal.. For the bloek
case a paper of EIlis, Gohberg and Lay will appear in 1995 in Integral Equations
and Operator Theory.

J. ESCHMElER

Invariant subspaces ror spherical contractions

A commuting tuple T = (Tl," ., Tn ) of operators on a complex Hilbert space 1'1 is
called a spherical contraetion if L:~=l IITixl1 2

::; IIxl12 for each x E 11. The 'Taylor
spectrUITI of a spherieal contraction is contained in the c10sure of the open Euc1idian
unit ball B in (V n. Under natural positivity conditions, studied by Athavale, Vasi
leseu, Müller-Vasilescu, spherical contraetions possess a dilation to anormal tuple
N E L(J()n on a larger Hilbert space !( with u(N) c aB. Let T E L(I/)n be
a spherical contraction with a normal dilation N. We prove that T possesses an
HOO-funetional calculus ~ : HOO(B) ~ L(H) if T is completely non-unitary. Wc
prove that T has non-trivial hyperinvariant subspaces if ~ is neither a Co. - nor
a C. o - representation (andT does not consist of multiples öf the identity). We
indieate that spherical contractions with normal dilations and rieh spectrum in B
possess non-trivial invariant subspaces.

B. GRAMSCH

Operator theory for Frechet algebras in the pseudo-differential analysis

The Hörnlander classes \II~,6(mn
), 0 ::; b ::; p ::; 1, b < 1, and the Frechet algebras of

order and type 'zero in the calculus of Boutet de Monve] for boundary value problcrns
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on conlpact rnanifolds turned out to be subnlultiplicative \11* -algebras (1992, 1994,
work together with Schrohe, Ueberberg, \-Vagner). Since these inverse closcd Frechet
algebras are stahle with respect to countable intersections in L:( H), H Hilbert spacc,
they can be used for localizations of Cco-properties with respect to derivations in

thc tnicrolocal analysis.
THEOREM: Let:J be a closed syn17netric twosided ideal in the dense \IJ*-subalgebra

A 01 the C* -algebra B,. let I be the norm closure 01:J in B.

(0) With the canonical homomorphism q : A -+ A /.J we have

In A = q-1(rad AI:J),

where rad denotes the Jacobson radical.

(ß) In the case :J = I n A the Frechet algebra AI:J is ~ \11* -subalgebra 01 BII.
The Oka-Arens-Royden principle poses aseries of problems if we· consider holomor
phic, continuous or Ck-maps from a holomorhpy region into direct, analytic Frechet

submanifolds of a submultiplicative $*-algebra.
It is still an open problem whether every $*-algebra is submultiplicative. In \Vork
together with W. Kaballo the Oka principle has been applied to a sharp multiplicati
ve decomposition of holomorphic Fredholm functions relative to small metric ideals.

JOACHIM JUNG

On an inverse function theorem in special Frechet algebras

Let E :== nk>O Ek be a. projective limit of Banach spaces and dense in Eo. A
continuous n-times rnultilinear map Tn E nk~O.c( Ek, . .. , Ek; Ek) is called decent, if

n n

ITn(Xt, ... , Xn)lk ::; Cn E IXjlk II Ix/lo +Cn,k II IXjlk-1
j::::1 l:tj j=l .

for all k 2:: 1 and Xl, ... , In E Ek and Cn is independent of k. If the Ek are Banach

algebras, then E is called adecent Frechet algebra if IxYlk ~ IxlklYlo + IxlolYlk +
Ck lxlk-J!ylk-1 for all k ~ 1 and x, y E Ek • This notion applies e.g. to certain
subalgebras of rotation algebras (in the sense of J. Bellissard, 1994). The following
modification of a theorem due to H. Omori holds.
THEOREM: Let 4> : E ~ E be a map 0/ the form

N

4>(x) = x + ETn(x, ... ,x),
n=2

where the Tn are decent. There exist Eo-neighbourhoods U and V of the origin, such
that 4> : UnE~ V n E is a Coo -diffeomorphism.
COROLLARY: Let A ~ A o be adecent Frechet algebra. Then An AÖ

1 = A-1
, i.e. A

is spectrally invariant in Ao.

5
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The theorcrn applies especially to factorizatioll problelTIs of the form e - y = (c 
T+x)(e-T'_x), where 1'+, T_ : A~ Aare decent linear operators with 7+ +7"- = I
and A is adecent Frechet algebra.
It is also related to nonlinear problems occuring in the context of sublnanifolds in
W·-algebras (cf. B. Gramseh, 1984, anel K. Lorentz, 1992, 1995).

M. A. KAASIIOEF

Norm constrained time-variant interpolation problems

This talk describes a general method which allows one to treat interpolation pro
blems of Nevanlinna-Pick and Nehari type for triangular operators as classical inter
polation problcJns for operator-valued functions. The latter may be solved by using
standard nlethods, for instance, by applying the commutant lifting theorem. 'T'he
reduction from time-variant to time-invariant involves two basic operations, narnc
Iy diagonally shifting and slashing. A new time-variant version of the commutant
lifting theorem is also presented. The talk is basedon joint work with C. Foias, A.
Frazho and I. Gohberg. .

N. J. KRUPNIK

Banach algebras generated by singular integral operators

Let r be a contour in thc cOlnplex plane and p : r --+ m+ a weight such that the
singular integral operator

S'rrp (t) = ~ (<P (T) dT
1rl 11 T - t

is bounded in the space B = Lp(r, p). Denote by 'c(B) the algebra of all linear
bounded operators acting in Band by A the smallest subalgebra of L:( B) which
contains the operator Sr and all operators of multiplication by piecewise continuollS
functions.

We discuss the methods of construction the matrix Fredholm symbol in algebras
A. These methods are based on some general results on Banach algebras with po
lynomial identities, on Banach algebras ~hich admit generalized Gelfand transfonl1
and algebras whi-ch adnlit nlatrix Fredhölm symböL In the case of a simple contour
the problem of c<;>nstructing the matrix Fredholm symbol is entirely reduced to the
problenl of finding the essential spectrum of the Toeplitz operator PaP, where P is
the projection P = (I + Sr) / 2.

P. LANCASTER

Operator polynomials with real or unimodular spectrum

Let H be a Hilbert space and consider operator polynonlials L(.\) = L~=o )..1 A j

6
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where Aj == Aj , j == 0, 1, ... , P and Al is invertible. We eonsidcr those polynoolials

which have only real spectrum and for which this property 1S retained uoder snlall

selfadjoint perturbations of the coefficients. They are characterized in three ways:

a) a definitizability condition on thc linearizatioo, b) intrinsic properties of the

spectrunl, and c) stable boundedness of the 50lutioos of an associated honlogeneous

ordinary differential equation. The effect of compact perturbations of thc coefficients

i5 also diseussed. When

2k

L(>") = E >..i Aj and Ai == A2k-j, j == 0,1, ... , 2k,
j=O

analogous results are presented for polynomials having speetrum on the unit circle.

In this ease there is an associated homogeneous difference equation. Thc talk is

based on joint work with A. Markus and V. Matsaev.

H. LANGER

A class of >..-rational eigenvalue problems

We consider a penei} L of the forn. L(>") = A - >.. - B(C - ).)-2D where A == A*

in sorne Hilbert spaee H, C == C* in some Hilbert space Hand B is a bounded or

unhounded linear operator from ii into H. Associated with L i5 the "linearization".

· (A B). - .-.
A == B* C lO 1-1 == HEB H.

If there is sonle 0' E IR such that C ~ a ~ A, the spectral subspaces of A
corresponding to «()', (0) and (-00,0) ean be represented by means of an "angular

operator" which is strictly contractive. This iOlplies statements about eompletene~s ~,~:-' '~, ';~

and Riesz basisncss of parts of the spectrum of L if A has a' compact resolvent. .

'These results apply e.g. to Sturm Liouville problems of the form

_y" _:\y _.---!!l!- == 0 or (_ ~ (tUt - A)'" (tOn - A) y')' _ (A - wo) y == 0

tL - A (Wl - A) ... (tun - A)

on (0, 1), y(O) == y( 1) == O.
(Joint work with V. Adamjan and R. Mennicken).

R. LAUTER

A multidimensional holomorphic functional calculus for certain Frechet

operator algebras

\11* -algehras, i.e. synlll1etric, spectrally invariant Frechet subalgebras A of L( H) (H

a Hilbert space) wcre int.roduced by H. Granlsch in 1981. Thc functional calculus

of J.L. Taylor applies to \I1*-algebras in the following sense:
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TH EOREM 1: Let a = (at, ... , an) E An ~ i( fl)n be a commuting syste1n and
E>a : O(O"r( a, 11)) -+ i( ll) be ihe multidi1nensional holomorphie functional ealeultL8

of J. L. Taylor, ihen one has

0 a (O(O"T(a, 11))) <; A.

As an application the following theorem was discussed.
THEOREM 2: Let X be a srnooth compact manifold with boundary. Then there
exists a \IJ*-algebra A oo <; L(L2 (X, bot)) which eontains the small Melrose algebra

\f1~,cl(X, bot) 0/ classieal totally characteristie pseudo-differential operators (J 981),
such that lhe following holds:

J. The homogeneous principal symbol bO"~ exlends from \}I~,cl(X, bn t) to a .

algebra homo1norphism bO"~ : Aoo -+ coo(bS* X).

2. The indicial family I exlends from 'I'~,cl(X, bot) io a ·-algebra homomorphisrrt

i : Aoo -+ Cb(m, p~(aX, n!)).

3. The Fredholm property of a E Aoo on L2(X, bot) is eharacterized by bO"~(a)

und i a •

5. A oo acts on aseale of Sobolev-spaees.

6. a = (al,"" (.Ln) E A~ commuting,

The ideas of the proof for Theorem 1 involve also results of Cordes (1969) and Pla
menevskii (1986) related to the C*-qtiantization of the Mellin transform. In another
direction Mantlik considered recently C*-closures in i(HS) for the cone algebra in
the calculus of Schulze (1986). Of course, the '1I*-property has been considered re
cently by many mathematicians in other interesting cases.

G. LUMER
Singular transitions in parabolic problems and stable convergence of hy-
perfunctions

We treat the singular parabolic transition problem (ITP)

u' = Au, u(O) = /
(sti) u (0) = 0", where (J E Bo = {X-valued

hyperfunctions on m with support at O}

Bu(t) = rjJ(t), l > 0,

8
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in a Banach space X, (where A is assumed to generate an irregular bounded analytic
semigroup Q(t)) via asymptotic solutions UJ1 of u~ == AUJl1 u 71 (O) = /, Bu71 (t) =
~'1(t), corresponding to an 1]-depending family of smooth transitions of the boundary
conditions from their value at t == 0- to their value at t = Tl,' 4J(7J), the "very fast
variat~on" being described by {~'l} with support in the "smalI" intervals [0,11], 1/ ~

0, (;j;t] + </1 = ~71)' A canonical topology on the X-valued hyperfunctions on m
with compact support, B, exists, such that when 1/;'''1 ~ eo6 + (T'(eo == 4>(0+)
4>(0_), </1(0_) == B/), lL"1 -+ U uniformlyon compacta of ]0, oo[ (in X-norm), and

u(t) = <f;(t) +Q(t)(f - BI) -l Q(t - s) <f;'(s) ds - f Q(kl(t) Ck
o k=O

where (T = Lbl CkcS(k-l) is the standard representation of the u E Bo above (in
(ITP)), and Co was defined earlier. One has in particular the
THEOREM: I/ ~71 is always ;::: 0 then ck == 0 JOT k ~ 2 (i.e. in theo-"heat case",

in addition to eocS - a shock -, there can only exist a "heat explosion" term Cl E/).
Otherwise al/ Ck =f:. 0 can occur.
Besides mathematical applications, we give applications to physics and engineering.

W. A. J. LUXEMBURG

Andö's conjecture, the diagonal or positive operators and renewal se
quences

At the ~~Tagung" devoted to the theory of Riesz spaces and order-bounded linear
operators held during the week of June 18, 1977, T. Anda conjectured the following
result: If 7' is a positive linear operator of an o-complete Banach lattice E, then for
all );\t > r(T), the spectral radius of T, the resolvent R(A, T) := (AI - T)-l satifies
IT R (A, T)I :s; I.AR (A, T)I, where I . I denotes the modulus of an order bounded
operator. A proof of this inequality will be presented and a number- of its conse
quences. In particular, if D denotes the diagonal ·projection of the lattice ordered
Banach algebra .er(E) of the order-bounded linear oper.ators of E, then the sequence
{D (1~lnl)}nEZ, where 0 ~ T E .er, is positive definite and in fact a renewal sequence
in the sense of Feller . These results and other results are contained in a joint paper
with 8. de Pagter and A. Schep and is published in A. C. Zaanen 's "Festschrift"
as val. 75 of the series Operator Theory, Advances and applications, Birkhäuser,
Basel-Boston-Berlin, 1995.

V. MATSAEV

Definite spectrum of operators in indefinite inner product spaces

The point A E u(A) 1S called a point of positive type of operator A, which is selfa
djoint in a Hilhertspace with aG-inner product [x, y) := (Gx, y) (for simplicity let
G

1

-
1exist) iffor each sequence (x n ) C space with IIxnll = 1, (A-A) X n --t 0 (n -+ 00)

9
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we have lirn [Xn, :C n] ~ fJ > O.
The positive spectrunl has a nUIllber of interesting properties. Corrcspouding in
variant spectral subspaces are unifornl1y positive with respect to [', .J. Points of
positive type dont't become accumulation points for nonreal spectruln of compact
G-s.a. perturbation.
The talk is based on joint results with H. Langer and A. Markus.

R. MENNICKEN

On the essential spectrum of some operator matrices

Let Xl, X 2 be Banach spaces and consider the operator matrix

acting in the product space Xl x X 2 • The eotries A, B, C and D are linear, not
necessarily bounded operators in/between the spaces Xl, X 2 • Typical examples
of such operator matrices are defined by systems of differential operators of mixed
order which frequently occur in quantum mechanics, hydrodynamics and magneto
hydrodynamics.
Sufficient conditions for the c10sability of the operator ~o are stated. Further, a
characterization of the essential spectrum of the c10sure ~ := ILo in terms of the
Schur complement D-C (A-p)-l Bis presented. Applications to spectral problelTIS
from magnetohydrodynamics illustrate the effectiveness of the operator theoretical
methods. Further aspects of the theory of operator matrices are treated by H. Lan
ger in his presentation.
(Joint work with F.V. Atkinson, H. Langer and A.A. Shkalikov)

P. MEYER-NIEBERG

Vector valued Strassen disintegration theorems

The scalar valued disintegration theorem due to Strassen can be formulated as {01

lows:
THEOREM (STRASSEN): Let X be areal vector space, (f2, p) a positive measure
space, 4> : X ~ m linear and f) : X ~ LI(p) sublinear such that 4> (x) ~ J{}(x)dp.
for all x E X. There exists a linear operator T : X ~ Ll(p) satisfying Tx ~ {) (x)
for all x E X.
A first vector valued version was given by Neumann, where the sealars are replaced
by a Dedekind complete ordered Banach space with the Radon Nikodym propcrty.
In the Riesz space situation more general versions are presented:
THEOREM: Let X be areal vector space, E and F Dedekind complete Riesz spaces
such that E;; separates the points of E and F;; separates the points of F. Let
S : E -t F be positive linear satisfying S- F;; c E;;, such that S I F;; is a lat
tiee homomorphisrn. If {) : X --+ E is sublinear, T : X --+ F is linear satisfying

10
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Tx S; S (17 (x)) /01' all X E ..'(, then there exisls 70 : )( -+ E lineal' such that
Tx = S1üx and Tox ::; f) (x) /01' all x E )(.
COROLL.ARY: 1ft? : X -t L1(p. X 11) is sublinear} T: X -t L'(p) is linear satislying
Tx S; f {) (x) dv for all x E.X, then t1H~re exists To : X -+ L'(p. x v) linear satislying
1üx ~ {j (x) and 7'x = f Toxdv for all x EX.

N. NIKOLSKI

Quantitative characteristics of invisible spectrum

Let A be a unital Banach algebra continuously imbedded ioto the space C(X),
X stands for a_ topological space. The spectrum (maximal ideal space) of A,
say M(A), is said to be 6 - n-visible (from X), if there exists a constant c(h, n)
such that for every n-tuple I = (11,"" fn) E An = A X '" X A such :that
6 ::; I/(x)1 = (Li=, Ifi(x)12

)1/2 ~ t1111 = (Li=11IfiI12 )l/2 ::; 1, X E X, there
exists an n-tuple 9 E An solving the Bezout equation L:i:1 !i9i =,:e and satis
fying 11911 ~ c(8, n). We call the spectrum n-visible if for every f E An with
infxEX I!(X) 1> 0 there exists a solution 9 E An, Ei:, !i9i = e.

Some general sufficient conditions are given for the spectrum of an algebra to be
6 - n-visible. Several common algebras are tested: Wiener algebra..~ of absolutely
convergent Fourier series (hoth analytic and symmetrie), algebras of measures, some
Beurling algehras of sequences (hoth radical and semi-simple). Relations with the
localization of the spectrum of an operator as weH as some unsolved problems are
discusscd. -

B. DE PAGTER

Lipschitz continuity of the absolute value map

In this talk we presented an extension to non-eommutative Lp-spaces of a result
of E.B. Davies concerning the Lipschitz continuity of the absolute value map and
commutator estimates in the Scha.tten classes C1' (1 < p < 00). Let M be a von
Neunlann algebra on Hilbert space H, with semi-finite, normal faithful trace T. By
M we denote the *-algebra of aH T-measurable operators, and by L1'(M, T), 1 ~
p ::; 00, we denote the corresponding non-commutative L1'-spaces. The main result
is thc follwing:
THEOREM: Suppose 1 < p < 00.

(1) I/ S,T E Ni such that S - T E L1'(M,r), then ISI-ITI E LP(M,T) and

IIISI - ITIII1' ~ 1\1' IIS - TII1';

(2) /f S* = SEM, T E M such that [5, Tl E L1'(M, T), -lhen [lSI, Tl E L1'(M, T)
and 11 [lSI, Tl 111' ~ /(1' 11 [5', Tl 111' (the constant 1(1' only depends on p).

This result has an extension to the Haagerup L1'-spaces for general von Neumann
algebras. The results presented are joint work with P.G. Dodds, T. Dodds and F.

11
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Sukochev.

A. PIETSCH

p-smooth and q-convex operators on Banach spaces

The concepts of p-smoothness and q-convexity are well-known for Banach spaces.
Passing from spaces to operators, we give a new approach which has the advantage
that there is an isometrie duality.
An operator T acting from a Banach space X into a Banach space Y is called p
smooth (1 < p ~ 2) and q-eonvex (2 ::; q < 00) if there is a constant c ~ 0 such
that

(IITX +YoW ; IjTx - YoW _ IIYoW) I/V ~ clixII far x E X and Yo E Y

and

IITxll ~ c ('Ix + XOW ; Ilx - xoW -lIxoW) I/q für x, Xo E X,

respectively.

The class of all p-smooth operators is denoted by Sp, and Cq stands for the dass of
all q-convex operators.· Taking the infimum of all constants c as a norm, the classes
Sp and Cq form a right-sided and left-sided Banach operator ideal, respectively. 80th
concepts are dual to each other:

T E Sq' <===> T' E Cq and IITISq,1l
T E Cp' <===> T' E Sp and IITICp,1I

IIT'ICql\,
IIT'ISpll·

These results belong to a theory which connects orthonormal systems (in that case
the Haar systenl) with the geometry of Banach spaces.

S. PRÖSSDORF

Pseudodifferential operators and wavelets

The lecture starts with a short introduction toperiodic pseudodifferential equations
and multiscale analysis. The main topic are generalized Galerkin-Petrov schemes
for elliptic pseudodifferential equations in !Rn covering c1assical Galerkin methods,
collocation methods, and others, using wavelet bases as trial functions and test
funtionals. Necessary and sufficient stability conditions are given in terms of the
ellipticity of the "numerical symbol". The key to our analysis is a loeal principle
and a discrete conlmutator property of the wavelet projections.
These results together with weB known estimates for the Schwarz kerneis of the ope
rators and vanishing moment conditions for the wavelets establish inlportant prere
quisities for developing and analyzing methods for the fast solution of the resulting
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linear systems. These Inethods are hased on conlpressing the stiffness Inatrices re
lative to wavelet hases for the given multiscale analysis. Thc order of the overall
computational work which is needed to realize a certain accuracy is 0 (N10gbN),
wherc N is the number of unknowns and b ~ 0 is sonle real number. The theoretical
results are confirnlcd by numerical performances concerning the exterior Dirichlet
problem for the He]mholtz equation.
The talk is based on joint work with W. Dahmen and R. Schneider.

M. PUTINAR

Quadrature domains and hyponormal operators

A natural equivalence is cstab]ishcd between boundcd quadrature domains in thc
complex plane and a class of hyponormal operators with rank-one self-commutatot.
Several questions in spectral theory are translated in this way ioto function theoretic
facts. Problems of interpolation theory, two-variable moments of bounded functions
and rational approxilnation techniques appear also .naturally in this framework.

F. RÄBIGER

Spectrum and asymptotic behaviour of dominated operators

For operators 0 ~ S ~ T on a 8anach lattice E we investigate the f0110wing questi
ons:
1) Which asymptotic properties of T' are inherited by S?
2) If r(T) = 1, what is thc relation between l1(5) n rand a(T) n r?
Recall that 11 is Abel bounded if lim,qtll(A - I) (A - T)-lll < (Xl. For operators
o"5:8 ~ l' on a Banach lattice E we have the following results:
Tu EOREM 1: If T' is Abel bounded, then u(S) n r ~ a(T) n r.
THEOREM 2: If 01' is ergodie for all 0' E r, then Pl1(S) n r ~ Pa(T.}-A r.
TUEOREM 3: 1fT is Abel bounded and E is a lotB-space, then Pa(S)nr ~ Pa(T)nr.
THEOREM 4: If PTx :== limn l~nx exisls for all x E E, E has order continuous norm
and eilher l1(T) n r 1= r or ,'ank PT < (Xl, then limn snx exists fOT all x E E.
The talk 15 based on joint work with M. WoHf.

L. SAKHNOVfCH

Spectral theory of canonical differential systems

Let us consider thc canonical differential systenl

:~ = iz.J1t(x)Y, 0 ~ x ~ l ~ 00

wherc

j - [ 0 E
O
'nl ] , 1-l(x) ~ 0, Y (x) = col [Yt ( x ), Y2 (x)] .

- E_{m}
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We add the following boundary condition

(2)

where Dt , D2 are lnatrices of m x m order and

(3)

For system (1), (2) we introduced the definition of spectral matrix-function and de
scribed the set of corresponding spectral functions. The inverse spectral problem is
also solved. In this case we divided the class of canonical systems on subc1asses and
found the solution of inverse spectral problem in thc fixed subclass.

H. H. SCHAEFER

On the'orems of Caratheodory and Dixmier

Supplementing a theorem of J. Dixmier (1951), it is shown that a bounded linear
functionalon C(K) (K compact) is sequentially order continuous iff the correspon
ding regular Borel measure vanishes on meagre Baire subsets of K. Next it is shown
that if K is an F-space (i.e., disjoint open Fa-sets have disjoint closures) it is quasi
Stonian (i.e., every open Fa-set has open closure) iff for every closed Baire subset
A ~ K, the interior A is Baire. Finally, the relation between countably additive
measures in the Boolean resp. set theoretical sense and the Caratheodory extension
theorem is studied and classified.

F. VAN SCHAGEN

Wiener Hopf factorizations for operator polynomials

For an operator polynomial L("\) on the Banach space Y we consider Wiener- Hopf
factorizations L("\) == E_("\) (Li=t ,,\I/i Pi) E+("\) with respect to a closed rectifiable
Jordan curve r in thc camplex plane. Thc existcnce of such a Wiener-Hopf factori
zation is characterized in terms of ar-null pair (A, B) of L(A). The projections Pi
and the numbers Vi ar~ identified as the characteristics under block similarity of an
operator block associated with thc pair (A, 8).
The talk reports on joint work with I. Gohberg and M.A. Kaashoek.

E. SCHROHE
Boundary value problems on manifolds with conical singularities

(In joint work with B.-W. Schulze)
We develop a Mellin pseudodifferential calculus for boundary value problems on ma-
nifolds with finitely many conical singularities.
Outside the singular set our space is a smooth manifold, and we use Boutet de Mon
vel's calculus in its standard form. Near a singularity, it is diffeomorphic to a cone

14
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whose cross-section X is a smooth compact manifold with boundary. We blow up
the singularity and work on the cylinder X x m+ using Mellin type operators on
m+ with values in Boutet de Monvel's algebra on X.
As a first step, we provide a parameter-dependent version of Boutet de Monvel 's
calculus based on operator-valued symbols and wedge Sobolev spaces. Even in the
case without parameters this yields a much faster presentation of Boutet. de Mon
vel 's algebra.
Next, we introduce the Green operators, the residual operators in the calculus.
They are defined in terms of their mapping properties and form an ideal in the
final algebra. A slightly larger ideal is given by the smoothing Mellin operators with
asymptotics, a class of operator~ whieh are regularizing, but in general non-compaet.
We then construet the cone algebra without asymptotics. It provides a framework
in which all the relevant operations can be performed; it is, however, too coarse a
tool for a Fredholm theory. To this end we finally develop the full cone' caleulus
for boundary value problems between Mellin Sobolev spaces with asymptotics. The
operators in this calculus are sums of (i) a Mellin operator with a holomorphic (Bou
tet de Monvel algebra-valued) Mellin symbol supported elose to the singular set, (ii)
an operator in Boutet de Monvel's calculus supported away from the singularities,
and (iii) a smoothing Mellin operator.
We introduce a notion of elliptieity in terms of an interior pseudodifferential and a
conormal Mellin symbol that implies the Fredholm property of the operators. Mo
reover, we obtain results on regularity and asymptotics of solutions via a parametrix
construction.

B.-W. SCHULZE

Algebras of pseudo-differential operators on singular spaces

The program of the analysis of pseudo-differential operators on spaces with singula
rities (in particular, conical, edge, corner ones) contaios the following points. Start
with the typical differential operators that allow a notion of ellipticity, perform al
gebras of pseudo-differential operators that allow to express the panl,metrices (or
the inverse operators), study the adequate scales of (weighted) Sobolev spaces and
subspaces with asymptotics, establish the index theory.
For a closed Coo manifold X the answer is the algebra of standard pseudo-differential
operators L"'(X), in the case of a manifold X with Coo boundary one has Boutet
de Monvel's algebra B""d( X), for conical singularities the cone algebra C"'(B, 9), for
manifolds with edges the edge algebra Y"'(W,g) and so on. Boundary value pro
blems may be understood in the framework of edge pseudo-differential operators.
In contrast to the elliptic regularity of solutions of boundary value problems with
the transmission property the solutions u(t, x, y) of edge problems have (roughly
speaking) asymptotics for t ~ 0 of the form

u(t,x,y) ~ f: t Cjk(x,y)CPilolt
j=O k=O
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with cocfficients Cjk that are CCXI in x EX, where X is the base of thc model cone
of the wedge, t thc cone axis variable, y the edge variable, Pi E (i:', RePi ~ - 00

as j ~ 00, tnj. E IN. In general, we have Pj = Pj(Y), mj == mj(Y), which causes
a very complicated behaviour of the asymptotics under varying y along thc edge.
This phenomenon can be described in terms of the continuous asymptotics with Coo
families in y of analytic vector-valued analytic functionals in the complex Mellin
plane.

A.A. SHKALIKOV

Dissipative operator pencils and related operator equations.

Let A('\) = Ao+,\AI +... + ,\2n A2n be an operator polynomial in finite dimensional
space H satisfying the dissipativity condition

Im(A(.-\)x, x) ~ 0 for all x E H, A E m.

Then A()') admits a factorization A()') = K 2('\)K I ()'), where K j ().), j == 1,2, are
operator polynomials of degree n, and the spectrum of K I (.,X) lies in thc upper half
plane. Moreover, thc real spectrum of 1<1().) can be explicitly described. Our main
result gives the generalization of this theoreln for infinite dimensional space H with
unbounded operator coefficients. We connect the problem on factorization with the
solvability of the following problem

·d
A(-idz)u(z)==O, u(j)(O) = (j?j, j == 0,1, ... , n - 1, u(oo) == O.

B. SILBERMANN

Asymptotic Moore-Penrose invertibility of Toeplitz operators

Let T( a) be a Toeplitz operator on (2 generatecl by some LCXI -function a. Form
the finite sections An := PnT{a}Pn where Pn is tbe projection defined by
Pn {XO' Xl, ... ,xn , Xn+l, •.. } = {XO, •.• , X n , 0, ...} and consider the following pro
blem: fi~d a1l strongly converging sequences of (n +1) x (n + 1) matrices Bn such
that ..

IIAnBnAn - Anll ~ 0, IIBnAnBn - Bnll ~ 0,

II(AnBn}* - (AnBn)l1 ~ 0, II(BnAn)* - (BnAn)11 ~ O.

It will be demonstrated that for Fredholm Toeplitz operators T(a) with a E PC
that problem admits solutions, and all solutions can be described.
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M. SOLOMYAK

The produet and tensor product of spectral measures

(The talk is based on a joint work with M. Birman)
Let EI and E2 be spectral measures, defined on measurable spaces (YI , AI) and
(Yi, A 2 ), and acting in a Hilbert space 1i. If EI and E2 conlffiute, then their product

E(6) = E.I(hd E2(h2 ), 6 = 61 X 62 E AI X A 2 ,

is an additive projection-valued function. However, E may fail to be countably
additive. The corresponding example was constructed in 1979 by M. Birman, A.
Vershik and the author. Such a pathology can· not happen, if YI and Y2 are locally
compact topological spaces and spectral measures EI and E2 are compatible with
the corresponding topologies.
Another way to multiply spectral measures is t~ take their tensur product:

&(6) = EI (6t} ® E2 (62 ), 6 = 61 X 62 E Al X A 2 •

This i~ a projection-valued function in 1{ 18I1{. The commutativity of EI and E2 is
not needed here. What is more, &(6) is always countably additive, in..contrast with
the above function E; this does not depend on topological and other· properties of
Y1 and Y2·
The last result, and some of its generalizations, has useful applications in the theory
of double and multiple operator integrals.

H. UPMEIER

Toeplitz operators and geometrie quantization

We study Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions on a complex symmetrie domain,
realized as representationspaces (discrete series) of its semi-simple symmetry group
G. These Hilbert state spaces have reproducing kerneis which can be used to define
Toeplitz operators using Berezin quantization. The main results presented concern
the Berezin transform (expressed in terms of higher G-invariant Laplacians) and
the structure of C· -algebras (representations, index theory) generated by Toeplitz
operators.

F.-H. VASILESCU

On the strueture of commuting eontraetions

Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let T = (Tl, T2 ) be a pair of commuting
contractions on 'H. Assume also that

(*) 1- r;T1 - T;T2 + r;T; TI T2 ~ 0,

which is precisely Brehmer's condition (for n == 2). Then there are Hilbert spaces
9k and commuting pairs of contractions Rk == (R~, R~) on 9k (k = 0,1,2,3) with
the following properties:
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(i) R?,~ satisfy (*) and are of dass Co. (i.e. their iterates tend strongly to zero);

(ii) R} is an isolnetry and R~ if of dass Co. ;

(iii) Ri is of class Co. and R~ is an isometry;

(iv) R1, R~ are isometries;

(v) T is unitarily equivalent to pair ftJ E9 R1 EB R2 ffi W I Invariant subspace.

This result, which is a strueture theorem for pairs o! commuting contractions, can
be extended to commuting multioperators that satisfy some positivity eonditions.

S. M. VERDUYN-LUNEL

New results in completeness of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors
for unbounded operators

We consider the question of completeness of the system of eigenvectors and generali
zed eigenvectors for unbounded operators. There is a rieh and interesting literature
about the completeness question. However, the operators that we consider are very
nonselfadjoint and do flot fit into the c1asses of operators that have intensively stu
died.
The operators we study arise either as generators of semigroups or as period maps
for periodic evolutionary systems and have eompact resolvent or are compact. The
question of eompleteness is closely connected with tbe interesting problem whether
the evolutionary system has small solutions, i.e. solutions that decay faster than
any exponential. In fact, for the classes of operators we consider noncompleteness
of the generator or the period map is equivalent to the existence of nontrivial small
solutions.
As an example consider the equation x.(t) = b (t) x (t - 1), b (t + 1).= b (t), the
period map U: C[-l,O] --+ C[-I,O] is given by

(U<p) (0) = 'P (0) +1:1 b(s) 'P (s) ds.

- We have -the following result.
THEOREM: I/ b is continuous and has isolated zeros, then U has a compleie system
0/ eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors if and only i/ b has no sign change if
and only i/ i (t) = b (t) x (t - 1) has no nontrivial small solutions.

M. ·WOLFF

Asymptotic dominance of operators and its spectral relevance

Let E be a complex Banach lattice. The positive operator T dominates S E l:,(E)
if ISxl ~ Tlxl holds for all x E E.

18
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THEOREM 1: Let T dominate S, and assume thai lhe spectral radius r(T) is a Riesz
point 0/ u(T). Then the essential speciral radius res.s(S) 0/ uess(S) is strictly less
then r(T). .
THEOREM 2: Lel (Sn) C leE) be a sequence converging strongly to the posi
tive operator T. Asume in addition that T dominates (Sn) asymptoticallYJ i.e.
limn_oo(sup {11(Tlxl- ISnxl)-11 : "xii = I}) = O. I/ r(T) is a Riesz point 0/
u(T) then the Jollowing holds:

(1) There exists a sequence (An) with An E C1(Sn) and liITln An = r(T).

(2) 36 > 0 3no Vn ~ no : [ress(Sn) < r(T) - 6].

A similar result holds in the case of discrete convergence. The talk is based on joint
work with F. Räbiger.
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